Finding Features Shown in the Video, “Keep Moving Longer: Features for Safe Driving”

Following is a listing of the features demonstrated in the video along with suggestions as to where to find them and similar items plus approximate price ranges. Many of these products may be found on the web. Shipping may be an additional charge.

**Visor Extender** (clip-on)
Reduces glare from sun.
*auto supply store, catalogs*
$9-20
CAUTION: FOR BLOCKING GLARE BUT NOT FOR WATCHING TRAFFIC/ROAD THROUGH.

**Convex Side-view Mirrors** (stick-on)
Increase peripheral vision, helping to eliminate blind spots so driver can see traffic to sides and rear without significant neck or body rotation; help when parking.
*auto supply & discount department stores*
$20/pair
TRAINING RECOMMENDED; REQUIRE PRACTICE.

**Convex Rear-view Mirror** (clip/stick-on)
Increases peripheral vision, helping to eliminate blind spots so driver can see traffic to sides and rear without significant neck or body rotation; helps when parking.
*auto supply & discount department stores*
$15-50
TRAINING RECOMMENDED; REQUIRES PRACTICE.

**Safety Belt Pad**
Attaches around the safety belt to provide more padding and comfort for the user.
*auto supply store; medical supply catalog*
$6-25
**Pedal Extenders**
Put foot pedals closer to driver.  
(For people of short stature.)  
car dealership; mobility equipment dealer  
$300-450 installed - price depends upon size  
PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION AND TRAINING RECOMMENDED; REQUIRE PRACTICE.

**Support Handle** (portable)  
Serves as a handhold on the outside of the car to help while entering and exiting.  
pharmacy with durable medical products  
$40

**Ceiling Hand Grip**  
Can be held when maneuvering into and out of car. Is standard on most cars on the passenger side. (Use arm strength to compensate for leg weakness.)  
car dealership; mobility equipment dealer  
$25 installed

**Trash Bag/Silk Scarf**  
Although not visibly demonstrated in the video, these items can be spread out on the seat to make turning easier when getting in and out of car.  
household items  
$0

**Ribbon on Safety Belt**  
Permits easier, lower reach for the safety belt. Grab the ribbon and pull the belt over.  
household item  
$0

**Seat Cushion**  
Preferably a slightly wedge shaped one, raises the upper body so driver can see over the dashboard and hood. Put the thicker end at the back of the seat.  
pharmacy with durable medical products  
$9-100
Safety Belt Extender (an extension strap)
One end is inserted into the safety belt receptacle on the driver’s right side. The other end has a similar receptacle into which the safety belt from the left side is inserted. The extender provides a receptacle up higher, away from the seat, making it easier to fasten the belt. (Also for large people.)

*car dealership*

$0-115 – depends upon the make of car

CAUTION: SOME AUTO MANUFACTURERS BELIEVE THESE ARE NOT SAFE SO DON’T HAVE THEM; OTHERS FEEL THEY ARE SAFE AND SELL THEM OR GIVE THEM AWAY.

Safety Belt Adjuster
Positions safety belt so it is easier to reach for fastening.

*auto supply store; car dealership*

$7-10/pair

CAUTION: HAVE A PROFESSIONAL RECOMMEND PROPER PLACEMENT.

Key Extender
Attaches to the ignition key to provide additional leverage rather than requiring wrist twisting to turn the key.

*medical supply catalog; mobility equipment dealer*

$6-65
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